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A b s t r a c t

It is shown that the net amount of baryons evaporated

by a black hole can be unequal to that of antibaryons, evea

if baryonic charge is •icroecopioally conserved. This

result is in contradiction with ref. , where just the

opposite statement was made. The baryonic asymmetry of the

Universe which can be generated by black hole evaporation
2

in a specific mechanism first proposed by Zeldovich ,

is estimated.
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It was stated recently ' that no baryonic excess

in the outer space can be generated by the black hole eva-

poration * if baryonic charge is microscopically con-

served. The authors of ref. considered thermally emit-

ted particles propagating through the gravitational field

of the black hole, the C- and CF-violating processes of mu-

. tual partiole transition in th* gravitational field

being permitted: да^ = ft*^ii 4i (here V- stands

for a field operator and R is the space curvature)*

Note, that this interaction, conserve* the total number of

IP -particles of all types. Using the OPT-theorem and

the generalisation »* of the detailed balance condition

to the case of violated -time reversibility one can ri-

gorously show that the net baryonic flux from a black

hole vanishes in this case. This is the result of ref. •

If however total particle number in the course of

propagating through the black hole field is not conserved,

the agruments of ref. , as they are, are not applicable

because in this case the equations of movement become non-

linear and so the result can be invalid. It is shown ia

what follows that the mechanism, proposed several years

о
ago by Zeldovich , does indeed produce nonvanishing ba-

*) If there is no. invariance with respect to time rever-

sal, the detailed balance condition is no longer ful-

filled. However the & -matrix unitarity enforces

the equality of the total sum of probabilities of

all direct and inverse processes in the thermal equi-

librium» So balance is achieved by summing up all pos-

sible cycles and the corresponding relation among tran-

sition can be named the cyclic balance condition * •



ryonic flux into the outer space and hid Irte, the equal

amount of antibaryons inside the black hole*.

Assume that there exists a heavy meson Д which

has (among others) the decay channels

where (_, ia a light baryon and n is a heavy one.

Because of C- and CP-violation the decay probabili-

ties can be different

(1)

Of course some other decay channels and rescattering pro-

cesses should be possible to provide this inequality»

Because, of the larger mass of f/ , as compare

to that of и , the probability of back-capture of /•/

(and /V ) by a black hole is larger. So the process

of the fl -meson evaporation and its subsequent decay

in the gravitational field of the black hole leads to a

baryonic excess in the outer world even if the baryonic

number is strictly conserved. Particle scattering out-

side the black hole, which in principle could compensate

the excess of light baryons, is negligible because the

particle flux from the surface of black hole ia email.

The following example explicitly confirms the above

made statement. Let УИд ~ Mu *5^WJ, and the black

*) First the idea of the Universe baryon asymmetry gene-

ration by the black hole evaporation was formulated by

Hawking 3
 #



hole temperature is small enough eo that

The wave equation governing (for simplicity epinless)

particle propagation in the gravitationesl field of a

black hole is of the form (see e.g.ref. ):

where К (^jS.) is -he particle radial wave function

with an orbital momentum v and its third component <o

The total wave function is decomposed in terms of К '
 J

a* follows <fft-£) = Z-'Z Ytffif) *
l**(Vt) ,

£ is the particle energy in the inverse gravitational

radius unite - S. - £Tz» ' "=: E • 2iIG , M is the black

hole mass and G ~ 0.6 .10"33 ^ p " 2 is the gravitatio-

nal (Newton) constant. The potential V has the form

f3]
where ^ is the particle mass, О •=. T, jXa , X is the

usual radius-vector connected v/ith ? by the equation

(4)

It is essential that as 3-^-СУ»

о» )and V ( v € ) - » ^ H ^ as ^-ъ-ь<х> (^Х.-^-t-

means that in the vicinity of the black hole all evapora-

ted particles are effectively maasleas and have tne sane

(thermal) energy distribution /\y £xuo (—Е/т~) Г i •

ClUo I-E/T) 3 However only those particles can pro-

pagate to infinity which have sufficiently high energy,

**



E -> m. So in the case considered the flux of A Mid R

particles at large distance from the black hole is expo-

nentially /w£xw (-JT>/r ) <^ •( ) suppressed whereas the

backcapture of L-particles is not so overwhelmingly

large. The flux of L and L-particles at infinity is

thus not snail and because of larger amount of L produced,

as compare to that of L (see inequality (1), the net

flux of baryonic charge is nonzero. There is of course some

supression of A-decays due to the slowing down of time in

th* ricinity of a black hole but it results only in a power

law suppression and not in an exponential one. To make

this more precise, consider the wavo function of L and

H" produced by the A decay in the gravitational field

of the black hole:

where ^ is connected with Z. through expression

(4). It can be shown tha-t R^jj satisfies the equation

if «£-
(6)

where nf is the coupling constant of nLM -transition,

R.1 is the wave function of A-meson; Кд satisfies

eq. (2) with the substitution 'ty/f* Wj-iQfa t ^ being



the total decay width of A-raeson. The derivation and

solution of the coupled equations (2) and (6) is discussed

in a longer paper submitted to ZhETP where the following

estimate for the baryon charge produced by the black hole <

evapora+ion in the case of Ж ^ Xo > A «r.d Hi. t, I j

was obtained

Here Л/у/г\ is the total amount of light baryons (anti-

baryons) evaporated by the black hole, й is defined
i 9

by expression (1), ?И
ф
с=.1О GeV is the Planck mass,

Nef£ is the effective number of different particle spe-

cies evaporated by the black hole, Alef/1^ 10 • 10°» an<^

lfo is the Initial value of the black hole mass, the fol-

lowing condition being valid T = 7)< /Зт?М
е >
> W .

To evaluate the average baryon number density in

the universe wo proceed as follows. The enBrgy density in

the early universe is

(8)

If the contribution of tue primordial black holes with

mass II into ГО is equal to ? e p , (X<i) then the

number density of such black holes is

(9)

The value of d£ is unknown; in what follows we assume

that it is of order of unity. The baryon number density

?
to the moment of the black holes evaporation,



M
3
 ^

After the black hole evaporation the thennodynamio equilib-

rium ia established in the primeval plasma, the temperature

bei.T«R defined by the equation

о - i^
J is

where N is the number of different particle species pre

sent in the plasma. In what follows we assume that Л/^

(see eq. (7))» How the following result for the inverse

specific entropy per baryon can be obtained

й-
 11
6__*в WSPCTM)! Г.

The increase of в for small M is connected with

the assumption that ^&ц
г
~ ^ (

see
 *4» (9)). A reasonab-

le order of magnitude estimate of the parameters in r.h.e.

of eq. (12), i.e. (f^/^)/V"
3/
cr Ю'

1
 4 Cr Ю"^

(probably smaller), gives В •= |0~'X. 0>«y/Ai)^* •
 C o m

~

-Q+1
paring this with the known value^ Й - 10

 7
— , we oon-

clude that the discussed mechanism can provide the ob-

served baryonio asymmetry of the Universe if primordial

black holes with the mass M = /0**^7*_c: jO~iegire no-

ticeable contribution into total energy density. Remind

however that expression (7) was derived under assumption

that 'Xq ?Чл
 и
 > i t this means that the results

3
 л ч



obtained could be valid if there existed A-meson end H-ba-

ryon heavier than 10"
4
-

2
 УИф Сх Ю *

1 5
 GeV.

It is easy to see that in the case of large

and УПцХа and small W^Te i considered up to now,

the resulting baryonic asymmetry proved to be the largest»

С \ then the value of В (eq. (7)) would

be suppressed by the extra factor Р"н~ ***L.) ̂ 1
 a n d t o

get the desired value of б the heavy baryon H should

be heavier than 10 — УУ{~. • The oase of small W«"» is

even less favorable because the baryonic charge generation

ie further suppressed by the slowing down of the A decay

rate due to the Y~ -factor V — 'УЧл/Ел'^ WA IT
 rs
"

These statements are valid if ЭС Ct) ̂ 1 • I' however

at pome •fc-'fc, 41 рл
м
 /р » f then the energy den-

sity is dominated by nonrelativistic black holes and the

low of the universe expansion changes

1\'Ь (13)

In this case p is jTC /t
t
) times larger as compa-

re to that given by eq. (12):

'/a

•nd the obBerved value of в can be obtained ifв
M С / 0

/ 8 ± Й
 7),^ (^itj

4
 .The lower bound on the

mass of Л-meson and of the heavy baryon is now not so

large as in the proceeding case, ^HA ~^ №~ ^ 9 (f

and in principle it is possible to get the necessary re-

sult for Й v/ithout inventing auperheavy particles.



In conclusion I would like to note that the dis-

cussed mechanism of the explanation of the universe ba-

ryonic asymmetry is seemingly not so beautiful as the pos-

sibility which naturally arises in Grand Unified Theories

with baryonic charge nonconservation. But if the proton

instability is not discovered in the nearest future, the

model considered here will look much more attractive.

There is a possibility, of course, that both mechanisms

are operative»
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research was stimulated by the work on the review paper

in collaboration with Ya.B.Zeldovich.
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